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Abstract: The preservation of cultural artifacts within museums and historical buildings requires
control of microclimatic conditions, and the constantly evolving climate certainly poses a challenge
to maintaining recommended conditions. Focused on the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and
the Church of Acheiropoietos in Greece, our study evaluates the hygrothermal behavior of these
buildings with a specific emphasis on the preservation of cultural heritage objects hosted there. An
innovative approach to the real-time analysis of data is utilized, aiming to achieve a timely detection
of extreme temperature and humidity levels. A one-year monitoring campaign was carried out to
achieve a detailed assessment of the indoor climate in selected museums and historical buildings
in Greece. The monitoring campaign was performed using dataloggers that were set to measure
and record temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) values hourly. The results allowed for the
detection of extreme temperature and relative humidity values, pinpointing the time period that
requires more attention. The museum’s heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems
provide temperature control for visitor comfort, but the temperature still rises in summer, highlighting
the impact of external climate factors. The church’s lack of HVAC systems widens the temperature
range compared to the museum, but significant hourly fluctuations are not observed, underlining
the building’s high thermal mass and inertia. Both buildings demonstrate a significant response to
changes in outdoor temperature, emphasizing the need for future adaptation to climate change. The
HMRhs and PRD indices indicate minimal microclimate risk in both buildings for temperature and
RH, reducing the probability of material damage. The church’s slightly higher HMRhs index values,
attributed to relative humidity, increases susceptibility due to sensitive materials. Overall, the study
highlights the importance of managing microclimatic conditions in historical buildings and proposes
careful adaptations for the protection of cultural heritage.

Keywords: indoor microclimate; outdoor microclimate; monitoring campaign; dataloggers; statistical
analysis; cultural heritage; preservation; microclimate risk

1. Introduction

The primary purpose of museums is to collect, preserve, interpret, and exhibit objects
and materials of cultural, historical, and scientific significance to educate and inspire vis-
itors [1,2]. Historical buildings and museum antiquities serve as cultural evidence from
the past that must be properly preserved for future generations. However, the indoor
microclimate of buildings plays a crucial role in preserving cultural heritage. Due to the
delicate nature of the exhibits, the indoor environment of a museum should meet specific
hygrothermal and air quality requirements [3]. Environmental factors that can affect cul-
tural heritage include temperature, relative humidity, air quality, light, and vibration [4,5].
Changes in these factors can lead to mechanical, chemical, and biological decay of the inte-
riors of the objects and collections they contain [6,7]. Camuffo and Bernardi [8] indicated
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that fluctuations in temperature and relative humidity can cause stress to the materials,
leading to cumulative and irreversible changes in their physical and chemical properties,
accelerating the deterioration process and eventual failure of the materials.

Therefore, understanding the factors that influence indoor climate and regularly
monitoring climate fluctuations is important [6,9]. According to the literature, the indoor
climate of a building is influenced by various factors, including the outdoor climate, the
dimensions and structure of the building, the materials used for its construction, and
the hydrogeology of the underlying soil [10]. These factors can impact the temperature
and humidity levels within the building, which, in turn, affect the microclimate and
preservation of objects and collections. A building constructed with materials of high
thermal mass can reduce heat flow fluctuations and thus maintain more stable climatic
conditions [11]. In addition, the natural ventilation, the presence of people, and the
heating system induce fluctuations in indoor environments which may put the heritage
conservation at risk [12–14]. For example, the presence of visitors can cause an increase
in air temperature (due to sensible heat gains, primarily emitted by convection), leading
to an increase in relative humidity as well [15]. In the past, many studies have tried to
determine the best conservation and protection strategy for artworks housed in museums,
churches, etc. [16–18]. Overall, these studies highlight the importance of monitoring and
regulating the indoor microclimate of museums to ensure the long-term preservation of
cultural heritage objects.

To assess the indoor climate of museums, many studies employ monitoring
strategies to gather data that identify trends, patterns, and anomalies in the museum
microclimate [6,19–21]. The data collected from these methods can provide insights for
the effectiveness of the museums’ climate control systems and help identify areas where
improvements may be necessary to ensure the preservation of cultural heritage objects. For
example, Schito et al. [22] applied microclimate indices during a four-month monitoring
campaign at the Palazzo Blu Museum in Pisa in 2016, revealing a generally acceptable
instantaneous microclimate. They emphasized that the improvement of the HVAC (heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning) system is essential to avoid high thermal-hygrometric
daily durations. Later, Sciurpi et al. [23] conducted one year of microclimatic monitoring in
a museum in Florence and found that the temperature and relative humidity conditions
were not reasonably acceptable for the preservation of the exhibited objects, suggesting
possible solutions. Similarly, after microclimate monitoring in the indoor environment
of a museum in Romania, Camelia et al. [21] stressed the need for better preservation of
exhibits, as well as a healthier environment for workers, restorers, and visitors.

In addition, recent research has also focused on monitoring the microclimate of
churches which often differ significantly from modern museums in terms of their structure.
The unique microclimates created by massive walls, high ceilings, and limited windows
can have both positive and negative impacts on the preservation of cultural heritage ob-
jects [24,25]. By carefully monitoring and controlling the indoor environment, it is possible
to reduce the rate of deterioration and prolong the lifespan of these important cultural
treasures. Other studies have indicated that uncontrolled installation and the use of heating
systems can lead to the deterioration of building interiors and adversely affect their historic
climates [12,26]. This underlines the importance of regulating the indoor climate to mitigate
the harmful effects of artificial heating and other environmental factors on cultural heritage.
However, as mentioned, maintaining a comfortable indoor environment for occupants
can sometimes conflict with the requirements for preserving cultural property. Thus, a
reasonable compromise between the needs of occupants and the requirements for cultural
property conservation is important [4,6].

As previously mentioned, the outdoor environment can have a significant impact on
the indoor climate of museums and historical buildings, posing new adaptation challenges
for museum directors and boards. Changes in outdoor climate, such as temperature
fluctuations and increased humidity levels, can impact the indoor environment of museums.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has warned that climate change is
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likely to increase the risk of mold and insect infestations in museums and other cultural
institutions. This is because warmer temperatures and higher humidity levels create
favorable conditions for mold and insect growth [27]. Several studies and reports have
explored this issue in depth [27,28], noting the potential impacts of future climate change on
the preservation of museum collections and emphasizing the need for adaptation measures
to mitigate these impacts.

The Greek area in which this work focuses is a country with a rich cultural heritage
spanning thousands of years and a profound influence on Western art, literature, philoso-
phy, and politics. According to the Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Sports, Greece has over
150 archaeological museums, each with its own unique collection of artifacts and exhibits.
However, Greece is expected to face new threats from climate change, which will pose new
challenges to museum managers, directors, and the government. According to the IPCC,
Europe, including Greece, is expected to experience a significant temperature rise, with
estimates ranging from 2.2 ◦C to 5.1 ◦C by the end of the century [29]. Recent projections
suggest a 3.6 ◦C temperature increase by the end of the 21st century [30]. Generally, Geor-
goulias et al. [31] have shown that the average temperature in Greece is expected to increase
in the future, and precipitation to decrease, leading to a warmer and drier climate. Similarly,
Kostopoulou and Giannakopoulos [32] also found in their recent work on extreme wet
and dry conditions in Greece that the annual precipitation is estimated to decrease by
15–40% and the number of consecutive dry days by 40–80% during 2071–2100 under the
RCP8.5 scenario. These environmental changes could potentially impact public health,
thermal comfort, tourism, and agriculture [33–36]. To address these challenges, museums
must collaborate with experts to develop strategies for adapting to changing climate and
minimizing the impact on their collections. UNESCO [37] recognizes the potential impact
of climate change on cultural heritage sites and calls for increased awareness and action
to protect these sites from climate change effects. In our previous work [38], we focused
on the impacts of climate change on cultural heritage in outdoor environments for both
the present and the future in two Greek areas with high cultural value: Thessaloniki and
Delphi. The results indicated that increasing temperature would result in a riskier climate
for the monuments with a higher risk of damage. On the other hand, the results regarding
relative humidity varied according to the season.

Nevertheless, since the cultural heritage preserved in museums or historical buildings
is exposed to the risk of damage and deterioration, due to the microclimatic conditions
characteristic of the environment that hosts it, this study focuses on analyzing the indoor
environments of specific historical buildings and museums in Thessaloniki and Delphi,
Greece. Recognizing the increasing threat posed by climate change to cultural heritage,
this study raises the following key questions: How do fluctuations in outdoor climate
impact the indoor climate of museums and historical buildings in Greece? And what are
the implications for the cultural heritage they accommodate? The primary objective of this
work is the assessment of the suitability of internal microclimates, with an emphasis on
early warning for extreme conditions. A one-year monitoring campaign was carried out,
aiming to provide a detailed assessment of the indoor climate in selected museums and
historical buildings in Greece. Striving to actively contribute to the timely mitigation of
extreme temperature and humidity values, our study proposes an innovative real-time
data analysis approach. To assess the risk of indoor climates and estimate the risk of
damage to antiquities, HMRhs and PRD indices were applied. Furthermore, anticipating
that future climate change will exert additional pressure on museums’ efforts to maintain
stable climatic conditions, we endeavored to examine the trend of internal temperature in
relation to outdoor conditions. These findings could be helpful in guiding preservation
strategies, informing adaptive measures, and enhancing the resilience of cultural heritage
institutions in the face of evolving climate challenges.

The innovation of the work lies in the fact that the proposed methodology allows for
the detection of extreme temperature and relative humidity values, accurately identifying
the time period requiring more attention. The study’s approach to data analysis in real-time
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opens new horizons for predicting and promptly responding to extreme temperature and
humidity values.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Case Studies

The Archaeological Museum of Delphi in Delphi and the Church of Acheiropoietos in
Thessaloniki were selected for the analysis of their indoor climates (Figure 1). The study
was carried out in the rooms of the buildings where, according to the boards, there is a
greater need for climate control. The Archaeological Museum of Delphi is a significant
cultural institution situated near the ancient sanctuary of Delphi in Greece. Established in
1903 and expanded over the years, the museum showcases a diverse collection of artifacts
discovered in Delphi [39]. Its architecture blends modernist and traditional Greek styles,
offering stunning views of the surrounding landscape. In terms of construction materials,
the Archaeological Museum of Delphi is made mainly of stone and concrete, while metal
and glass are used for details of the building such as doors and windows. The museum
is typically organized into multiple exhibition halls or galleries, each focusing on the
different aspects of ancient Delphi’s history, culture, and art. Inside, visitors can explore
exhibition halls filled with sculptures, pottery, and jewelry that provide insights into the
ancient sanctuary’s religious and cultural significance. The microclimate of the museum is
typically maintained by HVAC systems that provide heating, cooling, and ventilation. For
the best protection of the artifacts, the museum utilizes showcases designed to preserve
the monuments, providing protection from dust and environmental factors. We focused
on “the beginnings of the sanctuary and the early offerings—I”, which is the first hall of
the museum (Figure 2). This hall exhibits antiquities made of inorganic material (mainly
copper) with inside and outside display cases. According to the museum directors and
boards, the microclimate in this hall requires special attention because it is located at the
museum’s entrance, and the frequent opening of the door, as well as the congestion created
by tourists, affect it.
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Figure 1. Geographical distribution of the museum and historical building under study. The
geographical coordinates and the altitude are provided for each station. Source: Google Earth.

The Church of Acheiropoietos is a historic Byzantine church located in Thessaloniki,
Greece. Dating back to the 5th century, the Church of Acheiropoietos is not only one of the
oldest churches in the city but also a UNESCO world heritage monument [40]. The church’s
architectural style reflects the early Christian period and has undergone modifications and
restorations over the years [41]. The building has a large hall, with an impressively high
ceiling. The church’s exterior features intricate Byzantine brickwork, including arches,
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niches, decorative motifs, and wooden detailing on the ceiling. Original mosaic, frescoes,
and paintings adorn the interior surroundings of the church. The church lacks HVAC
systems for climate control and instead relies on heating devices, presumably utilized
to offer localized warmth during colder periods, and the insulating effects of its stone
structure to maintain a stable temperature. The focus in this case is the chapel located
within the Church of Acheiropoietos.
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Sources: Ephorate of Antiquities of Phocis (for the Archaeological Museum of Delphi), Ephorate of
Antiquities of Thessaloniki City, and Hellenic Ministry of Culture—Hellenic Organization of Cultural
Resources Development (for the Church of Acheiropoietos).

2.2. Data

A one-year monitoring campaign was carried out to achieve a detailed assessment of
the indoor climate of the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and the Church of Acheiropoi-
etos. The monitoring campaign was performed using dataloggers that were set to measure
and record temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) values hourly. The sensors were
located at 2 m height in places where they did not disturb the exposition of monuments
and were not exposed to theft or damage (e.g., on walls, on showcases, under the exhibition
tables). Detailed information regarding the sensors employed in this study can be found
in Table 1. The sensors were installed inside the buildings in June 2022 and continue to
record data up to the present day. However, the initial two months of recorded data were
excluded from the analysis due to errors caused by factors such as sensor stabilization and
equilibration. The study period for both the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and the
Church of Acheiropoietos spans from 1 August 2022 to 31 July 2023.
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Table 1. General specifications of sensors “Extech RHT20”.

Extech RHT20

Manufacturer Extech Instruments

Relative Humidity 0 to 100%

Relative Humidity Basic Accuracy ±3% (40 to 60%), ±3.5% (20 to 40 and 60 to 80%), ±5% (0 to 20 and 80 to 100%)

Relative Humidity Max Resolution 0.10%

Temperature (Air) −40 to 70 ◦C (−40 to 158 ◦F)

Temperature (Air) Basic Accuracy ±1.8 ◦F (14 to 104 ◦F), ±3.6 ◦F (all other ranges), ±1.0 ◦C (−10 to 40 ◦C), ±2.0 ◦C
(all other ranges)

Temperature (Air) Max Resolution 0.1 ◦C/◦F

Additionally, to comprehend the relationship between the indoor and outdoor cli-
mates, hourly data of T and RH were utilized for the outdoor environment. Regarding
the Thessaloniki region, where the Church of Acheiropoietos is located, data from the
meteorological station at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTH) were utilized.
Similarly, fifth-generation ECMWF reanalysis ERA5-Land data were employed for the
Delphi region and the Archaeological Museum of Delphi.

2.3. Methodology
2.3.1. Estimation of Extreme Values

A custom methodology was used which identifies extreme values in the real-time
data. Trying to efficiently and effectively engage in the early warning of temperature and
humidity extreme values, we propose a new way of analyzing real-time data. Analysis of
data was conducted using a customized R script that we developed, which generates plots,
graphs, and annotates them accordingly based on limits.

Initially, the hourly data were observed for a year, and heat maps were created to
identify missing data and understand the overall annual trend. Very few missing values
were found/observed (2 times of single hour observations), which have been filled ac-
cordingly (previous hour values). It was essential to handle missing data appropriately in
order to ensure the integrity and reliability of our analysis. Additionally, heat maps help
to understand the general trend of the seasonal patterns. The observed seasonal patterns
refer to expected fluctuations in data that occur at specific intervals: daily, monthly, and
yearly. This identification of the overall annual trend (winter–summer) helps to identify the
temperature/humidity pattern of the site. Recognizing patterns and anomalies in the data
are essential for understanding underlying phenomena and identifying unusual events
that may require further investigation.

Furthermore, the normality of the values was examined using the Normal Q-Q
plot (Quantile-Quantile). This is a powerful graphical tool to assess whether tempera-
ture/humidity values follow a normal distribution, providing a visual comparison between
the quantiles of the observed data and the quantiles of a theoretical normal distribution.
Additionally, using Normal Q-Q plot, we needed to examine any possible asymmetry and
tail heaviness in the data (Skewness and Kurtosis). Then, the standard deviation approach
was used to identify extreme events. Using the “3 × Standard Deviation” threshold, we
have identified a number of extreme values throughout the year. This approach provides a
quantifiable way to assess the variability or dispersion of data points around the mean. In
the context of identifying extreme events, the standard deviation of temperature/humidity
values is employed in conjunction with the mean to determine the spread of values around
the average value and identify observations that significantly deviate from the average.

The Z-score calculation was also applied to both temperature and relative humidity
values in the dataset. The standard score (Z-score) is a measure that quantifies how far
a data point is from the overall mean in terms of standard deviations. The following
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formula depicts the calculation of the Z-score of a data point χ in a dataset with mean µ
and standard deviation σ:

z =
χ − µ

σ
(1)

Then, after converting the data to Z-scores, the deviation of the data from the overall
mean of the site was calculated.

Finally, to capture extreme fluctuations in the hourly dataset, observations were com-
pared pairwise. Each observation has been compared against a previous-hour observation.
Comparing each observation pairwise against the previous-hour observation in an hourly
dataset helps to capture extreme fluctuations and identify changes in the dataset over
time. This type of analysis can reveal patterns, trends, and anomalies at a finer temporal
resolution, especially when dealing with time series data. By comparing each observation
with the previous-hour observation, you focus on hourly changes in the dataset. This is
particularly useful for capturing short-term fluctuations, patterns, or events that might be
missed when looking at larger time intervals. Hourly comparisons of T and RH enable the
identification of short-term trends and anomalies that may result in coarser time resolu-
tions. These pairwise comparisons allow the capture of temporal patterns, such as cyclic
or recurring fluctuations, within the hourly data. This can be crucial for understanding
the temporal dynamics of indoor environmental conditions. This approach offers high
temporal resolution, enabling the detection of short-term trends and anomalies that might
be missed in coarser analyses.

2.3.2. Heritage Microclimate Risk and Predicted Risk of Damage Indices

The Heritage Microclimate Risk (HMR) index and the Predicted Risk of Damage (PRD)
index were utilized to evaluate the suitability of the indoor microclimate and to assess
the damage risk. The HMR index depends on the indoor microclimate, and it allows for
the assessment of risk to which cultural heritage exposed within a room is caused by the
indoor microclimate. In this study, the historical HMR index (HMRhs) was applied, and the
thresholds for this index were determined based on the indoor data series, excluding any
“scattered values”. When the index takes the value of minus one (−1), the risk condition is
relative to the “lower threshold”, while when the index takes the value plus one (+1), the
risk condition is relative to the “higher threshold”. More information on index equations is
available in the study by Fabbri and Bonora [42]. The PRD index depends on the HMR and
the material type (inorganic, organic, paintings, etc.).

HMRhs =

(
HMRhs

env + HMRhs
f luc

2

)
(2)

PRD = 1 − 0.95 × e(−a×HMR4−b×HMR2) (%) (3)

3. Results
3.1. Estimation of Extreme Values

To comprehend the daily, monthly, seasonal, and annual temperature fluctuations, we
generated heat maps for each building. In Figure 3, the heat map for the Archaeological
Museum of Delphi is presented on the left, and for the Church of Acheiropoietos is on the
right. Each diagram illustrates the hourly temperature throughout the one-year monitoring
campaign for the studied rooms of the buildings. The results provide significant information
regarding the thermal behavior of the two buildings and enabled us to identify temperature
patterns and comprehend their thermal behavior.
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Figure 3. Hourly temperature for a year for (a) the Archaeological Museum of Delphi on the left and
for (b) the Church of Acheiropoietos on the right. Temperatures below 15 ◦C are represented with
a dark-purple color, and temperatures above 30 ◦C with a light-yellow color. The missing data are
represented with a white color.

The dark-purple and light-yellow colors in the Acheiropoietos church signal a broader
range of temperatures, suggesting the presence of more extreme temperatures compared
to the Delphi Museum building, possibly due to the lack of heating and cooling systems.
Specifically, the temperature range in the chapel of the church for the monitoring campaign
year is 8.0 to 33.4 ◦C, whereas the temperature range for room I in the Delphi Museum is
16.0 to 28.2 ◦C. The examination of the monthly temperature fluctuations reveals distinctive
patterns between the two structures. The Delphi Museum consistently records its lowest
temperatures in February and January, whereas the Acheiropoietos church experiences
prolonged periods of low temperatures from December to March, with temperatures less
than 17.8 ◦C during this timeframe. The month with the lowest average temperature in
the Delphi Museum is January (17.9 ◦C), while in the Acheiropoietos church, it is February
(11.4 ◦C). The highest temperatures were recorded in July at both buildings. The average
indoor temperature in the Delphi Museum during the month of July is 27.2 ◦C, while
in the Acheiropoietos church, it is 30.0 ◦C. However, the church also noted equally high
temperatures in August (average temperature 29.4 ◦C). In the building of the Delphi
Museum, it is observed that during the evening and early morning hours, regardless of
the month or season, the temperature is lower. Additionally, there is a daily increase in
temperature around 9 a.m. Generally, higher temperature values are noted in the period
roughly between 9 p.m. and 5 a.m., during the museum’s operating hours, with the
causes varying with the season. Conversely, the Church of Acheiropoietos exhibits minimal
daily temperature variation, without pronounced fluctuations as the ones observed in
the museum.

A comprehensive study was conducted to assess the normality of values through the
utilization of graphical representations known as Normal Q-Q plots. In our case, Q-Q plots
are utilized to compare the humidity distribution in the Delphi Museum and the Church
of Acheiropoietos (Figure 4). Generally, the points in Figure 4 closely follow the straight
line, which indicates that the data are approximately normally distributed. Regarding
temperature, a similar distribution of data points is observed in both buildings, but there
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is a greater deviation at the extremes of the distribution. The increased deviation at the
extremes indicates a higher variability in the extreme temperature values. This suggests
the possibility of unpredictable and extreme temperature conditions in these buildings,
beyond the usual mean values. Regarding relative humidity, differences are observed in
the distribution of data points between the two buildings. The Delphi Museum exhibits a
distribution of points closely aligned with the line, with minimal deviations at the extremes.
This indicates that RH conditions within the museum are more stable and predictable. In
contrast, there is a divergence at the extremes of the humidity distribution in the case of
the church. This suggests greater variations in relative humidity conditions, rendering
them more unstable and potentially less predictable. This could be attributed to factors
influencing extreme indoor climatic conditions such as extreme weather phenomena in the
outdoor environment. However, it is important to note that although the Q-Q plots offer
valuable insights, they do not provide a comprehensive overview of the temperature and
relative humidity distributions in the two buildings. Therefore, a more thorough analysis
of the internal climate conditions and extreme values follow below.
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Figure 4. Evaluation of normality for the hourly dataset using a Normal Q-Q plot. Up are the
results for the temperature for (a) the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and (b) for the Church of
Acheiropoietos and down are the results for the RH for (c) the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and
(d) for the Church of Acheiropoietos.
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In Figure 5, “3 × Standard Deviation” and Z-scores were calculated to estimate the
deviation of temperature and relative humidity from the overall mean and identify outliers
throughout the entire year. This approach allows for the assessment of the variability or
dispersion of the data points around the mean. The identification of outliers signifies cases
where the observed values deviate significantly from the expected or average conditions,
allowing for a nuanced understanding of climatic dynamics within the studied buildings.
The temperature results for the Delphi Museum reveal a notable occurrence of above normal
events in July where the temperature markedly surpasses the annual average, marked by
152 outliers. The results for the Acheiropoietos church indicate fewer outliers compared
to the museum (52 outliers). However, it is worth noting that these reappear in July. The
temperature results suggest that both the museum and the church experience above normal
temperature events, particularly in July, where temperatures spike significantly above the
yearly average.
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Figure 5. Extreme observations by using deviation from the overall mean of the case study (Z-
Scores). Top figures are the results for the temperature for (a) the Archaeological Museum of Delphi
and for (c) the Church of Acheiropoietos, and bottom figures are the results for the RH for (b) the
Archaeological Museum of Delphi and (d) for the Church of Acheiropoietos. Outliers exceeding two
standard deviations are highlighted in red.

Regarding RH, the Museum of Delphi displays a markedly lower average relative
humidity compared to the Church of Acheiropoietos. The first records an RH level of 46.4%,
while the latter shows 58.8%, signifying a more humid climate. The museum exhibits a
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total of 350 outliers from the mean RH, with both positive and negative deviations. A series
of above-normal values occur during December, May, and June due to positive deviations,
resulting from significantly higher humidity compared to the annual average. Conversely,
low humidity values appear to be more scattered throughout the year, peaking in February
and April. In the second study area, 475 outliers were identified, primarily associated with
negative deviations. The majority of extreme events are concentrated in the months of
July to October, with fewer occurrences recorded in February and April. This suggests a
distinct pattern of humidity variations in the church, with notable differences compared to
the museum.

In the subsequent analysis, the hourly observations were compared pairwise, and
extreme hourly changes were identified. Figure 6 illustrates these outliers for both case
studies, emphasizing the hourly differences in temperature and RH. In general, the average
hourly temperature seemed to be close to zero, suggesting a lack of substantial average
deviations. However, a wide variation in the dataset is detected, necessitating a closer,
hour-by-hour examination. Examining the results from Figure 6, specifically for the Del-
phi Museum, it becomes evident that certain extreme events (181 outliers) occur when
comparing hourly temperature data against preceding hours, particularly from December
to July, with a peak in December. The largest percentage of the extreme hourly events
related to temperature increase occur between 8:30 and 9:30 am, mainly from November
to March. This corresponds to the observations in the heat map (Figure 3), indicating
a daily temperature rise during the morning hours. It is clear that fewer outliers were
recorded in the church (45 outliers), mainly in the month of November. Similarly, to tem-
perature, the RH average of the hourly difference was close to zero, 144 outliers beyond the
three-standard-deviation mark in the museum were found, and 191 outliers in the church
were found, indicating a significant variability in humidity levels. In the museum, these
outliers are scattered without following a specific pattern, suggesting abrupt fluctuations
in humidity throughout the year. Conversely, for the church, it seems that most outliers are
recorded during the months of July to September, implying specific periods of pronounced
humidity variations. Overall, the deviations from the mean are more scattered in the
museum compared to the church, designating those environmental conditions, such as
temperature and humidity, as more “unstable” in the museum.

3.2. Temporal Analysis of Indoor and Outdoor Thermo-Hygrometric Conditions. How Could
Changes in Outdoor Climate Affect the Indoor Enviromental Conditions of the Buildings
under Study?

To gain a holistic insight into a building’s hygrothermal behavior, it is crucial to
comprehend not only its indoor microclimate but also its interaction with the outdoor
environment. Therefore, hourly variations of both internal and outdoor temperatures were
examined for both sites (Figure 7).

Overall, it was observed that the indoor temperature trends align with the outdoor
temperature trends. The internal temperature of the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and
the Church of Acheiropoietos exhibit average fluctuations of 6.5 and 3.3 ◦C higher than
the outdoor temperature, respectively. This suggests that the average temperature of the
church is relatively closer to the outside temperature compared to the other building, given
the absence of climate control (HVAC systems). In the summer, the museum appears to be
cooler compared to the outdoor environment, remaining below 30 ◦C even when outdoor
temperatures reach 40 ◦C. However, without an HVAC system, the indoor temperature of
the church seems to steadily rise with external temperatures, sometimes reaching 35 ◦C.
Further insights into the thermal characteristics of each building are provided by tempera-
ture percentiles. For the museum, the 95th percentile temperature is 27 ◦C, indicating the
upper range of extreme temperatures, while the 5th percentile is 17 ◦C, representing lower
extreme temperatures. In contrast, the church exhibits a broader temperature range, with a
95th percentile temperature of 30 ◦C and a 5th percentile temperature of 12 ◦C. The church’s
wider temperature range reflects its heightened sensitivity to extreme climatic conditions.
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Figure 6. Hourly difference outliers. Top figures are the results for the temperature for (a) the
Archaeological Museum of Delphi and (c) for the Church of Acheiropoietos and bottom figures
are the results for the RH for (b) the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and (d) for the Church of
Acheiropoietos. Outliers exceeding three standard deviations are highlighted in red.

Contrarily, the indoor relative humidity (RH) trend in the Archaeological Museum of
Delphi does not exhibit any similarity to the trend of outdoor RH. Additionally, the average
indoor RH levels of the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and the Church of Acheiropoietos
fluctuate, on average, by 23.2 and 8.4 units, respectively, lower than the outdoor RH. For
the Archaeological Museum of Delph, the 95th percentile RH is 60%, with the 5th percentile
at 32%. For the church, the 95th percentile RH is 72%, and the 5th percentile is 39%. It
is observed that the church exhibits a wider range of humidity levels compared to the
museum. The fact that the church has a higher humidity range may have significant
implications for the preservation of objects and materials. These RH percentile values
provide additional information to the understanding of each building’s hygrothermal
behavior, highlighting the variability in humidity conditions and emphasizing the need to
consider both indoor and outdoor factors in the preservation of cultural heritage sites.

Figure 8 displays scatter plots between indoor and outdoor temperature for the Archae-
ological Museum of Delphi (Figure 8a,c) and for the Church of Acheiropoietos (Figure 8b,d).
These plots were constructed with the aim of anticipating potential changes. The R-value
represents the correlation strength and direction between indoor and outdoor temperatures,
offering valuable insights into the thermal dynamics of each building. An R-value close to
zero implies a minimal influence of the independent variable (outdoor temperature) on the
internal temperature (dependent variable). Specifically, both buildings under study indicate
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a strong positive correlation between indoor and outdoor temperature. The R-value is 0.861
for the museum and 0.7792 for the church, indicating a significant tendency for the indoor
temperature to increase when the outdoor temperature increases.
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Figure 7. Hourly fluctuations for indoor (blue color) and outdoor (grey color) temperatures and RH.
Top figures are the results for the temperature for (a) the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and (c) for
the Church of Acheiropoietos and bottom figures are the results for the RH for (b) the Archaeological
Museum of Delphi and (d) for the Church of Acheiropoietos, for the period 1 August 2022–31 July
2023. The 5th and 95th percentiles are represented with red lines.
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Figure 8. Scatter plots between indoor and outdoor temperature and RH. Top graphs are the results for
the temperature for (a) the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and (c) for the Church of Acheiropoietos
and bottom graphs are the results for the RH for (b) the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and (d) for
the Church of Acheiropoietos, for the period 1 August 2022–31 July 2023. The trend line represented
by a dashed red line.
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The equivalent RH R-values for the museum and the church are 0.1286 and 0.3434,
respectively. The R-value of 0.1286 for the Delphi Museum indicates a weak correla-
tion, suggesting minimal influence of outdoor conditions on indoor humidity, while the
0.3434 value found for Acheiropoietos shows a slightly stronger positive correlation, and a
more pronounced tendency for indoor humidity to increase with the respected outdoor
increase. Overall, the results highlight a variety in the hygrothermal behavior of both build-
ings, with a strong (weak) positive correlation between indoor and outdoor temperatures
(relative humidity).

3.3. Heritage Microclimate Risk (Historical) and Predicted Damage Risk Indices

It is well-known that unsuitable microclimate conditions can lead to the deterioration,
discoloration, or other forms of degradation of antiquities and artworks. Thus, the Heritage
Microclimate Risk and Predicted Damage Risk indices were used in order to assess the
appropriateness of microclimates and to evaluate the risk of potential damage. According
to the directors and conservators of the antiquities at the Archaeological Museum of Delphi,
regular checks are carried out on both the assets and values housed within, as well as the
preservation conditions of the buildings themselves. To date, no signs of deterioration have
been discovered in either museum. For the Church of Acheiropoietos, we considered that
the assets of the values and the paintings have adapted to the microclimatic conditions
of their environment. For the reasons mentioned above, both HMRhs.low and HMRhs.high
were computed from time series collected from the environmental monitoring sensors in
the museums rather than from standard reports [42].

Figure 9 depicts the results of the HMRhs and PRD indices which were applied for
inorganic, organic, mixed, and painted materials/objects because these materials are pre-
dominant in the two buildings under study. The results of HMRhs

env and HMRhs
fluc for the

temperature parameter in the Archaeological Museum of Delphi are, respectively, −0.06
and +0.11, indicating a minimum microclimate risk. Consequently, as per Figure 9, the total
HMRhs index value of −0.03 corresponds to a potential damage probability of 5.0%, 5.1%,
5.1%, and 5.1% for inorganic, organic, mixed, and painted materials/objects, respectively,
suggesting a reduced probability of damage. Similarly, for the Church of Acheiropoietos,
the HMRhs

env is −0.1 and the HMRhs
fluc is 0.0 leading to an HMRhs index = −0.05. Addi-

tionally, there is a reduced probability of damage as well: 5.0%, 5.3%, 5.3%, and 5.1%. As in
the case of the Archaeological Museum of Delphi, the Acheiropoietos Church’s negative
values (−) for the HMRhs index indicate that the average temperatures are closer to the
lower limit of the time series data. This could suggest that in both cases, the risk is more
linked to low temperatures rather than high temperatures.

In the case of RH, the HMRhs index for the museum is almost zero (+0.005) (HMRenv
historical = 0.03 and HMRfluc historical = 0.005) and the PRD index is set at 5% because
according to the literature [42], no indoor environments is entirely free from the risk of
damage for the conservation of any type of material. The slightly higher HMRhs index
of +0.11 (HMRenv historical = 0.22 and HMRfluc historical = 0.0) attributed to the RH
in the Acheiropoietos Church appears to primarily impact the mixed materials and the
paintings adorning the church’s surroundings, indicating predicted a risk of damage of
7.2% and 6.6%, respectively. Overall, the indoor microclimate of the rooms under study
at the Archaeological Museum of Thessaloniki and Delphi can guarantee the preventive
conservation of the antiquities hosted there.
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Figure 9. HMRhs and PRD indices for temperature and RH. Top figures are the results for the
temperature for (a) the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and for (c) the Church of Acheiropoietos
and bottom figures are the results for the RH for (b) the Archaeological Museum of Delphi and for
(d) the Church of Acheiropoietos, for the period 1 August 2022–31 July 2023.

4. Discussion

The overarching goal of museums is to host, preserve, and safeguard cultural and
historical content, including the antiquities found within them. Undoubtedly, environ-
mental monitoring is a key activity to evaluate both the quality of indoor spaces and the
preservation of the artworks hosted in those historical building [16]. Recognizing the rich
cultural heritage of Greece and the importance of its protection and transmission to future
generations, this research focuses on studying the indoor climates of a modern museum
and an ancient church in Greece. The objective is to examine the hygrothermal behavior of
the buildings under study and propose a customized methodology for the early detection
of extreme conditions, with the ultimate goal of safeguarding cultural heritage in the face
of a constantly changing climate.

The results reveal a normal temperature behavior of the two buildings, with higher
temperatures recorded during the summer months and lower temperatures during the win-
ter. Nevertheless, the absence of HVAC systems in the Church of Acheiropoietos leads to a
boarder range of temperatures (8.0 to 33.4 ◦C) compared to Room I of the Delphi Museum
(16.0 to 28.2 ◦C), where the climate is controlled with HVAC systems. Additionally, a daily
temperature increase was observed around 9 p.m. in the museum room, with temperatures
remaining at higher levels until the early afternoon. This is because museums, beyond
their crucial role in preserving cultural heritage, aim to provide optimal conditions for their
visitors [43]. However, Camuffo et al. [44] conducted environmental monitoring in four
European museums and reported that although such a practice is acceptable for human
habitation, it can be dangerous for artifact preservation due to changes in the temporal and
spatial gradients of temperature and RH. To address this issue, the Archaeological Museum
of Delphi and some other museums have implemented the use of showcases, thereby
enhancing environmental conditions. Regarding the outliers, both buildings exhibited a
similar pattern with significant instances of above normal temperatures, especially in July,
with temperatures significantly surpassing the overall annual average. This suggests that
there are more unstable and potentially less predictable temperature conditions during this
month in both buildings, indicating the need for improved temperature control. Addition-
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ally, regarding relative humidity (RH), the Delphi Museum maintains a significantly lower
average humidity (46.4%) compared to the church (58.8%), which is characterized by a
more humid climate. Extreme events in the museum are associated with both negative and
high RH values, in contrast to the church where they are mainly linked to low RH levels.
These variations may be attributed to solar heating, local microclimate characteristics, and
a building’s construction materials, especially in the cases where there are no heating and
cooling systems as in the case of the church [25,36]. As mentioned in the methodology, the
museum’s Room I is the first space at the museum entrance and is affected by frequent
door openings, as well as the frequent congregation of tourists before dispersing into the
subsequent rooms. These were the primary concerns raised by the museum authorities,
who sought the analysis of the climate in this area. Indeed, Ferdyn-Grygierek et al. [15], in
their study for hygrothermal risk in museums buildings, showed that the cooling system
was able to compensate for an increase in temperature caused by the presence of a large
group of people, but was not able to maintain constant RH even nine hours after visitors
had left. In general, the comparison of hourly temperature values indicated that the average
difference in hourly temperatures seems to be close to zero, suggesting a lack of significant
deviations for both buildings. However, further analysis revealed some deviations from
the mean in both examined parameters and buildings. Regarding the museum, heating and
cooling systems, along with the accumulation of visitors and the impact of the door, can
contribute to these extreme events. On the other hand, despite the wider temperature range
of the church with more extreme values, fewer extreme events were recorded in hourly
fluctuations, indicating the resilience and adaptability of the architectural features of the
church. Aste et al. [16], in their work on microclimatic monitoring in the Milan Cathedral,
found similar results and explain that the high inertia of the cathedral’s envelope allows the
maintenance of almost stable temperature values during daily cycles and causes gradual
and mitigated changes in relation to external conditions throughout the seasons.

The examination of the relationship between internal and external thermo-hygrometric
conditions revealed that both buildings exhibit a strong response to changes in external
temperature while showing a less pronounced reaction to variations in external humidity.
This suggests that internal microclimatic conditions are directly influenced by outdoor
climatic conditions, raising concerns about the potential impact of future climate change.
The results of HMRhs and PRD indices show that both buildings are characterized by
minimum microclimate risk for both temperature and RH, leading to a reduced probability
of damage for all materials studied (inorganic, organic, mixed, and paintings). Nonethe-
less, the slightly higher HMRhs index resulting from RH in the church of Acheiropoietos
appears to primarily impact the mixed materials and the paintings that adorn the church’s
surroundings. Therefore, it would be useful to emphasize the microclimatic conditions of
the Church of Acheiropoietos due to the presence of more sensitive materials. Recognizing
the vulnerability of objects to projected climate change in historical buildings, it is gener-
ally suggested that the indoor microclimate be constantly monitored along with suitable
cleaning conditions, proper ventilation, and natural ventilation, and often opening doors
and windows [21] Therefore, as we move forward, it becomes crucial to not only address
the immediate concerns, but also to establish a framework for continuous monitoring
and adaptive conservation practices to ensure the long-term resilience of the Church of
Acheiropoietos against the potential challenges posed by a changing climate.

5. Conclusions

In the present research, a one-year monitoring campaign was conducted in order to
investigate the indoor climate of a museum and a historical building in Greece. This study
proposes a new real-time data analysis method for detecting indoor extreme temperature
and relative humidity values, aiming for timely warnings. To assess the suitability of the
microclimate within buildings and to estimate the potential risk of damage to cultural
artifacts, the HMRhs and PRD indices were applied. In addition to the findings mentioned
above, this research emphasizes the significance of long-term monitoring in understanding
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the seasonal variations and trends in indoor microclimates. The year-long study allowed a
comprehensive assessment of how temperature and humidity fluctuate during different
seasons, shedding light on patterns that might not be apparent in shorter monitoring
periods. This extended monitoring period enhances our ability to develop more robust
preservation strategies that account for the nuanced interplay of environmental factors.

Overall, this study underlines the importance of microclimate monitoring in preserv-
ing artifacts within museums and historic structures. It enables the prompt identification
of extreme temperature and humidity values, allowing for effective intervention. The
impact of the outdoor environment on indoor climatic conditions persists, even with HVAC
systems in place. Notably, the role of building materials and architecture are crucial in miti-
gating sudden fluctuations. Looking ahead, the study highlights the potential significant
impacts of future climate change on the internal environment of museums and historical
buildings, presenting new challenges. Real-time data analysis provides valuable insights
for artifact preservation, enabling proactive adaptation to environmental challenges. The
proposed approach facilitates a thorough understanding of climate change effects on indoor
conditions, empowering museums to implement targeted measures for preservation.

Furthermore, our study advocates for the integration of advanced technologies, such
as sensor networks and machine learning algorithms, to further refine the real-time data
analysis process. By leveraging these technological advancements, museums and historical
buildings can move beyond basic monitoring and prediction to proactive intervention. This
approach involves not only identifying extreme values but also predicting potential future
fluctuations based on historical data. Implementing these technologies aligns with the
broader trend of incorporating innovative solutions in heritage conservation, ensuring a
more dynamic and adaptive approach to artifact preservation.

We intend to continue with microclimate monitoring within museums and historical
buildings and enhance the methodology for early detection of extreme values. Simul-
taneously focusing on future climate conditions and providing detailed information to
museum authorities constitutes a crucial aspect in ensuring the effective protection of
cultural artifacts.
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